
The infrared burner is designed to focus the gas flame onto the ceramic tile comprised of thousands of holes.  
This converts the heat of the flame into infrared energy. With temperatures up to 1,700ºF, it’s like having the power of the 
sun in your side burner. Broil King® has created a premium “Infrared Grilling System” including a professional-grade 8mm 
stainless steel cooking grid. Infrared Technology is more fuel efficient, achieves much higher grill surface temperatures, and 
is superior for direct grilling. It’s a great addition to Broil King’s legendary performance.

10,000 BTU Exact Fit: 2013 and newer
Imperial™ Series
Regal™ Series
Baron™ Series

  IR SIDE BURNER 18674         LP

5YEAR
WARRANTY

YEAR
WARRANTY

PREMIUM GRADE

PREMIUM GRADE

18677         NG

$140 $269 $229 39%

COST MSLP MAP APPROX %
PROFIT

$140 $269 $229 39%

2019

ITEM DIMENSIONS
INDIVIDUAL UNIT

HEIGHT 15.50 LENGTH 13.25 DEPTH 6.00
INDIVIDUAL UNIT

MASTER CARTON
SKID QTY 108 CU. FT. 0.77 WEIGHT 11.2
HEIGHT 15.75 LENGTH 13.50 DEPTH 6.25

PACKAGING

 ITEM Color Box
 CARTON Shipper

UPC CODES

 LP 0 60162 18674 5
 NG 0 60162 18677 6

BROIL KING CANADIAN TERMS
Freight:  F.O.B. Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. Accessories shipped prepaid when ordered with gas grills that qualify for prepaid shipment. Accessories 

ordered separately shipped prepaid if minimum value of order is $3,000.00 except to Yukon, NWT, Labrador, NFLD, which are F.O.B. 

Kitchener with a 3% freight allowance.

Terms:  Net 30 days to accounts with approved credit otherwise letter of credit or payment with order. Prices quoted in Canadian dollars. Price 

effective through Sept. 30, 2019.

Notes: Buyer is responsible for all transportation risks including the filing, if necessary, of any claims for loss or damage. 

*Minimum order for retail packaged product is full INNER or OUTER CARTON quantity only. 

Available May 1st, 2019

IR Side Burner



LOCKS IN THE HEAT  
FOR AMAZING RESULTS 
This premium grid delivers 
exceptional sear marks.  
It’s also rust resistant  
and easy to clean.

CONVENIENT DRIP  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Food drippings channel into a large 
removable tray for easy clean up. 

MOVE UP  
TO SEAR
MOVE DOWN  
TO STORE

UP TO 17000F | 9260C  
OF SEARING HEAT

Radiant heat from the super-
heated ceramic tile delivers even 
and intense searing power for  
amazing results.

SEARING SUPERNOVA.
The infrared burner is designed to focus the gas flame onto the ceramic tile comprised of thousands of holes.  

This converts the heat of the flame into infrared energy. With temperatures up to 1,700oF, it’s like having the power of the 

sun in your side burner. Broil King® has created a premium “Infrared Grilling System” including a professional-grade 8 mm 

stainless steel cooking grid. Infrared Technology is more fuel efficient, achieves much higher grill surface temperatures, and 

is superior for direct grilling. It’s a great addition to Broil King’s legendary performance.   


